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A-level Physics students
from St Bede's College
achieved the joint highest
marks of any English
school in the Liverpool
University Physics Olympics on Saturday 6th October.
The team of Kofo Spaine,
Theo Sharrock and SarahJessica Jemitola won the
Silver Medal, coming only
one point behind the
champions from Wales. A
total of 27 schools from
across England and Wales
took part in the competition.

Sarah-Jessica said,
‘We were really surprised to win - I
thought it would be
just be a fun day out!'
Mrs Aspinall, Head of
Physics, added,
‘It was the best ever
score for a St Bede's
team in this competi-

To win, the students had
to complete a range of
tasks, including firing elastic rockets, detecting radiation using a directional
Geiger counter, detecting
the Higgs Boson (on paper) and answering questions in the 'Fermi quiz'.

First Gold Nuffield Bursary
Jeffrey Li of the U6 at St.
Bede’s spent the summer
working for Professor Enrique Amaya, The Healing
Foundation Professor of
Tissue Regeneration, at
Manchester University,
The placement was the
first organised for a St
Bede’s student by Miss

Hennity of the Biology
Department through the
Nuffield Foundation.

entists to visualize where
genes are expressed in living
organisms .

Jeffrey took on the task of
learning how to perform
whole-mount in situ hybridisation experiments on
early frog embryos.

Professor Amaya praised Jeffrey’s ‘hard work, attention to detail and perseverance ‘ - and added ‘he
was a pleasure to have in
the lab!’

This technique allows sci-

tion - and to win silver
in the Silver anniversary year of the competition was especially
appropriate'.
All three students have
applied to Oxbridge universities - Sarah-Jessica
and Kofo for Engineering
at Oxford and Theo for
Natural Sciences at Cambridge.
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A Doctor Called!
St Bede’s regularly arranges for doctors to visit and
talk to students.
As well as a valuable insight into medicine and the
application process for
medical degrees it also
helps our students decide
if a medical career is
something they would like
to pursue.
On 6th November we welcomed Dr Sarah Keep.
Dr Keep is a CT3 Emergency Medicine Doctor, who
has completed Acute Care
Common Stem training in
acute medicine, anaesthetics and critical care.
She is now
working in
Sheffield
Children's
hospital
after an
Academic
Clinical Fellowship
post (a research
post) in
Emergency
Medicine.

Rocks and Bodies — Forensic
Geology At St Bede’s
As part of National Science Week in
October, the St Bede’s Geology Department hosted forensic geologist
Dr. Laurance Donnelly.
Dr Donnelly (pictured with A-level
students) is Associate Director of
Wardell Armstrong, a major environmental and engineering consultancy,
but also works with police forces
around the world to help solve
crimes.
Dr Donnelly
spoke to around
80 Sixth Form
students about
the two important tasks
forensic geologists undertake
—helping identify trace evidence such as dirt on a car’s tyres,
and helping search for pieces of evidence including weapons, drugs and
bodies.
Forensic geologists helped to identify
the location of Osama Bin Laden
from studying rocks in videos he had

made, and Dr Donnelly gave a number
of examples from his own cases - he
has helped police in the US, UK and
Australia find the graves of murder victims and murder weapons.
'It was interesting to see how isotope evidence could be used to
find dead bodies' said Victoria Pike, a
L6 student.
The material
presented at St
Bede’s will be
directly used by
A2 Geology students in their
coursework
planning. They
are among the
first in the
country to take
a new A2 Forensic Geology module, written by St.
Bede’s Geology teacher (and exam
board Chief Examiner) Mr Loader.

Dr Donnelly was the first speaker to
deliver the St Bede’s Christmas Geology
lecture in 1996. See below for details
of this year’s lecture.

16 Years of Geology Lectures at St Bede’s
Christmas Geology lectures have
been a fixture of St Bede’s since
1996. The list of speakers is a veritable ‘Who’s Who’ of leading geologists
— including Michael Benton, Richard
Forty, Ian Stewart and Aubrey Manning to name but a few in recent
years.
The lectures, organised by students
and geology teacher Mr Loader,
were inspired by Professor’s James
Jackson’s Royal Society Christmas

Lectures in 1995—which makes it even
more fitting that Professor Jackson
(Head of Earth Sciences at the University of Cambridge, pictured left) will be
delivering this year’s lecture—’Living
with Earthquakes and Tsunamis’.

Free tickets for the lecture on Wednesday 28th November at 7.30pm in the
Academic Hall at St Bede’s are available by calling the college on 0161 226
3323 or by emailing Mr Loader
(ploader@stbedescollege.co.uk).
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St Bede’s In The Fields
Field Trips are an important part of Sixth Form study at St Bede’s. Here are two examples!
On Friday 12th October, we L6
Geographers stood in the playground waiting for the minibus
to take us to Blencathra in the
Lake District. We stood, preparing ourselves for the long nights
stuck in a classroom and freezing cold walks during the days
looking at rivers. It’s safe to say
I was anticipating the worst.
As we indulged in
chocolate on the
coach down, it didn’t take long before
we were all singing
and probably starting to give Mrs.
Driscoll and Mr Rafferty a slight headache! But we soon
arrived at the beautiful little town of
Keswick; where we
met our new friend
Richard who, along with colleague Pippa, became our new
teachers for the weekend.
After stretching our legs on a
tour of Keswick, we were soon
taken to Blencathra centre
where we settled into our new
rooms.
One successful night down, the

On October 27th St Bede’s A2
Biology students travelled to Malham Tarn field centre in Yorkshire. We studied freshwater ecology and plant succession - from
early morning until late in the
evening!
By studying the change in the
composition of a community over
time and in respect of the biotic
and abiotic factors that affect it

morning came and we piled on
the jumpers and the socks, the
hats and the wellies, and we got
ready and set for our walk and
studies on the Glenderterra Beck
River. The day was surprisingly
fun; doing investigations whilst
knee-deep in the freezing river
water was certainly a new experience. Although Victoria did slip

The next day was even colder; I
was tired but there was another
climb up a mountain planned for us.
So the hats and jumpers went on
again and we set off. As Pippa led
us up the mountain, which was almost as steep as Everest, everyone
was tired and planning their own
secret escape routes back to the
minibus, Peter even started having
strange fascinations with
the mountain goats.
But, eventually, we
reached the mountaintop
to see a huge and beautiful glacial tarn spread
across the mountain in
front of us. And for the
first time all weekend,
everybody took a step
back in silent admiration.

into the river, so I’m not sure it
was the best experience for her!
That night was a long night. Our
work in the classroom took a little
longer than expected. But by the
time the exhaustion finally sunk
in, our bunk beds in our little
white cottage became very comforting amongst the vast, foggy
mountains surrounding us.
we gained an insight into the interrelationships within an environment. In addition we enhanced our

When we finally reached
the bottom of our Everest and bordered the coach home,
everyone was so dozy and quiet.
Compared to the usual noises of
laughter and singing and shouting
from us, Mr. Rafferty and Mrs. Driscoll were relieved to hear nothing
but the occasional snore from us on
the journey back.
Hannah O’Sullivan, L6

understanding of sampling techniques and statistics.
John Carey, U6

Studying Science and Maths at
St Bede’s College
At A-level we offer Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Geology, Mathematics,
Further Mathematics and Geography.
Class sizes are small (typically 10-12 students) and many are taught in
dedicated Sixth Form labs and classrooms. This allows teachers to use the
latest equipment while ensuring that all students are learning at all times.
Specialist support is given to those applying to Oxbridge universities or
taking the BMAT exam—and to those needing extra help with their studies
at any time of the year. Class teaching is supported by our MOODLE—
virtual learning environment—which is used to support class teaching and
revision.

Why St Anselm?
The Science and Mathematics Faculty at St Bede’s College is named after St
Anslem of Canterbury, Archbishop of Canterbury from
1093-1109.
A Benedictine monk, philosopher and Church leader,
Anselm’s motto is ‘faith
seeking understanding’.

Outside of lessons, students are encouraged to take on further study—
including the YASS and EPQ qualifications outlined below. Sixth formers
are also heavily involved in running science clubs for the lower school,
developing leadership skills and achieving STEM Leader Awards in the
process.
The College also offers many other A-level subjects as well as an extensive
programme of personal, social, religious and co-curricular education to all
Sixth Formers.

Bath Bombs and
Rockets
Sixth Formers at St Bede’s have the
opportunity to gain leadership and
communication skills by helping
younger students in a range of
clubs. By combining this work with
research into scientific careers they
can also achieve STEM Leader
Awards.

Last year over 20 Sixth Formers
helped at U3 Science Club. The club
gives young scientists the opportunity to go beyond the work they
do in lessons and explore science in
a fun way. Recent highlights include making bath bombs and firing
rockets!

The Truth about
Teeth
Why do elephants and narwhals
have teeth outside their mouths in
the form of tusks?
Why do humans have different
types of teeth to other mammals?
These questions fascinated U6
student Laura MacLean so much
they she embarked on an AQA
Extended Project Qualification
(EPQ) to find out more.
With advice from Dr John Bothwell
of Queen’s University Belfast and
her tutor in school, Mr Hepburn
she used the latest research to
write a 7,000 word report into the
evolution of teeth in mammals.
Having presented her findings to
fellow EPQ students and teachers,
Laura was awarded an A* grade,
worth 56 UCAS points.

Laura left St Bede’s after taking
her A2 levels and is now studying
Dentistry at university.

Can we do it?
YASS we can!
Many of St Bede’s talented science students have experienced university level study by
taking part in the Open University’s Young Applicants in
School Scheme (YASS).
YASS allows students to take
undergraduate modules from
degree level courses online.
The courses are highly regarded by universities .
This year 17 students from St
Bede’s studied courses including ‘’Volcanoes, Earthquakes
and Tsunamis’’, ‘Molecules,
Medicines and Drugs’, and ‘The
Future Without Oil?’
Joining them in 2012 was
Chemistry Teacher Mr. Gill. A
Biochemist by training, he was
intrigued by the ‘Elements of
Forensic Science’ module and
especially enjoyed solving a
series of crime scene puzzles!

In the next issue… Science Olympiads…Shampoo Chemistry…Christmas Lectures…Robots and Tanks…

